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ABOUT THE SPRINT

The 5th QLab Sprint was our attempt to reflect
on the challenge: How can Stadtwerke Verden
be positioned in the future to meet the climate
goals and ensure a climate-neutral energy
supply in Verden?
We are grateful for the massive support from
our clients - The City of Verden, namely Mayor
Lutz Brockmann, Lisa Pischke, and Andreas
Schreiber. Thank you for your curiosity, smart
questions, and openness from the beginning
and throughout the process!
Many thanks to the Stadtwerke Verden - Bettina
Tretinjak, Tatjana Köhler, and Michael Knezevic
for your support, whenever we had a question.
Special thanks to Christoph Podewills, Astrid
Braun, Eva Klesse, Max Tegtmeyer, Stella Oberle,
Frank Glanert, Benedikt Drossart, and Kedar
Balasubramanian for their time, helpful
insights, and willingness to share their
knowledge to help us understand the broad
topic and specific issues of climate neutrality
and energy transition in Germany.
Endless gratitude to Boris Gloger for his
valuable inputs, Patrick Runge and Andrea
Kuhfuss for supporting us daily, for all their
teaching and motivation, and for always
believing in the team.
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0 1 . 1 . WHY DO WE HAVE TO ACT
NOW?
As environmental concerns occupy a more significant part
of the public debate day by day, a new and more
systematic approach is required to tackle the challenges
that come with it. One of the environment's main stressors
is the extensive emissions of greenhouse gasses resulting
from human activity. The energy sector is the leading
source of Greenhouse gas emissions by 73%(Electricity, gas,
and transport), making it crucial to facilitate the energy
transition as soon as possible and engage in more minor
carbon-intensive modes of energy production to reduce
our impact on the world.
There are various global guidelines and agreements to
facilitate better practices for the environment, such as the
UN sustainable development goals and the Paris
agreement. On the European level, The European Green
Deal is in effect to achieve climate neutrality on the whole
continent. On the national level, the German Climate
Protection Program 2030 has ambitious targets to make
binding reductions in the emissions in line with the
European targets. However, for these initiatives to reduce
emissions, compliance and the embracement of better
practices are necessary on a local level.
On the local level, Stadtwerke and the municipalities come
into play. They are responsible for transforming their
existing energy production methods into more climatefriendly strategies and involve the citizens in the public
debate on energy transition. Unless the efforts to become
climate-neutral are embraced on every level, including the
most local level, it is impossible to achieve significant
results and comply with the standards.
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0 1 . 2 . DESIGN CHALLENGE

How can Stadtwerke
Verden be positioned in the
future to meet the climate
goals and ensure a
climate-neutral energy
supply in Verden?

TASK DESCRIPTION
The 5th Sprint at the QLab Think Tank was
approached by the City of Verden to develop
the baseline research and ideas for achieving
climate goals and supplying the citizens of the
Verden region with reliable, affordable
climate-neutral energy.
The team approached this challenge within
five weeks of the Design Thinking
methodology. Given the time constraints, each
phase of the project focused on developing a
specific component covering research,
ideation, and prototyping.
The present booklet reflects the key insights
gathered from each phase of the Design
Thinking process.
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0 1 . 3 . DESIGN THINKING

A user-centered, systematic
approach to addressing
complex challenges with a
multidisciplinary team.
6 phases characterize the Design Thinking
process:
1. Define:
a. Problem identification and definition
2. Explore:
a. Extensive research phase. Gathering necessary
documentation (e.g., regulation, statistics, scientific
research, technology trends).
3. Synthesize:
a. Consolidate knowledge, and prioritize ideas
(approaches).
4. Ideate:
a. Brainstorm possible solutions, and analyze
desirable, viable, feasible, and integral solutions.
5. Prototype:
a. Tangible and non-tangible options
b. Applied solutions to controlled environments
6. Test+Evolve:
a. Gather feedback
b. Iterate design
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0 1 . 3 . DESIGN THINKING
Design Thinking process diagram

DEFINE

Problem
Design
challenge

EXPLORE

Immersion
Questionnaires
Interviews
Self
documentation
Meetings
User Experience
Observations

SYNTHESIZE

IDEATE

Interpret your
findings
Find Meaning
Identify
themes
Tell Stories
Sort +
Condense
Define insights
Frame
opportunities

Brain Storm
Jam /
Charrette
Designing
Visual
Tactile
Experimental
Sketching
Graphic
Recording

Source: APINYA on (UX) process
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PROTOTYPE

Making+doing
Role-play
Prototyping
Storytelling
Pitch
Document
Get Feedback
Capture
Learnings
Define
Success

TEST+EVOLVE

Track Learnings
Celebrate
achievements
Plan next steps
Build partnerships
Engage Others
Scale-up
Deeper Roots
Remind People
what changed
Build networks
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0 1 . 4 . EXPLORING &
UNDERSTANDING
We dissect the Design Challenge, which helps
us to create a common vision:
Who are the Stakeholders?
What problems do they have?
Who might be competitors?
What is climate-neutral energy supply?
What are climate goals?

Stakeholders map

Stakeholder mapping helped us to categorize
different people in an organization. It enabled
us to know whom to involve at what level,
based on their level of influence.
10
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0 1 . 5 . IDENTIFYING CHALLENGES

Problems faced by Stadtwerke
How might we provide company services that are
more climate-friendly?
How might we efficiently collaborate with different
stakeholders?
How might we increase community engagement and
social responsibility towards a greener transition?
How can we create a clear roadmap/ timeline to
achieve the climate goals?
How might we provide affordable solutions for green
transition and adapting to new technologies?
How might we tackle the short supply of gas due to
the war?

Goals & Needs
Searching for Strategies to transform the heating
system of buildings in the city.
The aim is to increase business & generate more
revenue.
The need to ensure a climate-neutral energy system
supply in the city.
To find an alternative to gas.
To protect Customers from rising prices.
11
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0 2 . 1 . INTERVIEWS

As a part of our exploration phase, we
conducted interviews with experts in the field of
renewable energy, energy transition, and Emobility.
The interviews consisted of questions and discussions
regarding organizational structures, government policies,
research in the field of the energy transition, and solutions
for stranded assets, among many more things. The
insights obtained are summarized below.

The organizational structure of the utility providers needs
to be changed to tackle the challenge of the energy
transition.
Many facilities will become redundant, such as pipelines,
house connections, meters, gas transfer stations, and
remote control stations.
Electricity consumption will increase due to electric
mobility and heat pumps.
Utility providers should be providing everything that the
consumer can need (One-Stop-Shop).
Focus on locality - investing in projects in the area, local
energy production, visibility, and involvement of local
people.
Improving customer engagement has to be explored, and
a consumer-centric business model must be developed.
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0 2 . 1 . INTERVIEWS
Involving the community in the energy transition is of
utmost importance.
The gas pipelines might be used for
telecommunications cabling (planned pilot projects).
After the natural gas phase-out, public utilities should
look into financing options for consumers.
Utility providers should look for opportunities to sell
stranded assets like pipelines and metering devices to
increase funds.
Utility providers should put themselves in their
customer's shoes to understand their needs.
Utility providers can work in two ways: sell products
and services or act as a platform for products and
services.
Technologies like Agri PV are gaining recognition, and
they support dual land use (Agriculture and energy
production)
Community energy sharing will play an essential role
in the energy transition.
In close-knit towns, word of mouth is beneficial. (To
implement new technologies)
People are scared of change and want highly reliable
energy sources. That might be a hurdle during the
energy transition.
The winter of 2022 will be a challenge for Germany, as
the natural gas supply from Russia is restricted.
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0 2 . 2 . DESKTOP RESEARCH

Desktop research helped us explore the problem
space and the scope of our project. Reading
various articles and research papers on the web
led us to identify the vital question and best
practices in this field of study. We started our
week by gathering prior research findings and
other related information to our project.
This handbook effectively summarizes and
presents these findings. This research plays an
essential role in our sprint because we use
existing knowledge in the world to support our
problem space definition. Our research has been
revised multiple times, and it played a critical
role in driving the direction of the study.
15
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0 2 . 3 . SURVEY

Since it is essential to understand users' needs,
desires, and priorities, a survey was conducted
within our network to help us understand
different behavior trends. The present study
turned out beneficial to building personas and
idealistic user profiles in the present study.
The questionnaires were distributed to a broad
audience reached via professional social
networks.
The topics addressed in the survey were
awareness and personal opinions, willingness
to become more involved in change processes,
and perception of the role of utility providers.

16
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0 2 . 3 . SURVEY

Germany

The survey was open for answers for up to
seven days, and 75 people answered the
survey in total. Once the survey ended, the
data gathered led us to summarize and
analyze data to understand the results
better.
Firstly,
surveyees
mainly
came
from
Germany, 65%; the age group with more
representativity corresponds to people
between 25 and 34 years old with 40%,
followed by the group of people between 18
and 24, with 30%.

Elsewhere

A
28.8%
E
39.7%

C
1.4%

B
30.1%

62% of the answers regarding the area
where surveyees live correspond to large
urban areas. Similarly, 65% live in a rented
property, being a rented apartment the
most prevalent answer with 57%.
On the questions directly addressing energy
supply topics, the results showed that
nearly 40% of people did not know if the
energy supplied came from renewable or
not renewable sources (E). In contrast,
28.8% of the surveyed knew that it did not
come from renewable sources (A); 30.1%
knew that the energy provided comes from
renewable sources (B), and the remaining
1.4% knew that either electricity or heating
came from renewable sources (C).
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0 2 . 3 . SURVEY
10

When
asked
about
climate
neutrality's
importance, the answers above the neutral
threshold represented more than 90%. Further,
only 1.33% of surveys reported unwillingness to
pay more for renewable energy. Nevertheless,
more than half of the answers expressed their
willingness to produce biogas for cooking
purposes.
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Regarding the responsible parties in achieving
climate neutrality, the survey's results showed
that Businesses, Industries, and Governments
are perceived as the more responsible parties
to attaining climate neutrality, followed by
citizens and nature itself.
Cost of purchasing and ease of transition
turned out to be the most influential factors in
deciding about the installation of solar PV or
heat pumps; aesthetics and social influence
were held as of little relevance.
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The survey also helped us understand the
public's
expectations
from
their
utility
providers that cheap and reliable energy
supply is the most important aspect, followed
by investment in social projects, community
involvement, and a One-Stop-Shop to access
different products and services consulting and
operation of recreational spaces.
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0 3 . 1 . PERSONAS

Problems

Needs

Goals

Opportunities
and
Alternatives
Priorities
Challenges

Empathy & Needs
The actual needs of customers can be better understood
from an empathetic perspective. Positioning oneself in the
customers' shoes helps us understand the needs behind
the needs, i.e., the values of the user. From that realization,
one can infer the thought process and priorities to frame
idealized users.
Survey data is the starting point that ensures an objective
perspective in this process. The survey results allow us to
filter questions to understand trends and patterns from
different groups.
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0 3 . 1 . 1 . PERSONA
MRS. DANA SCHNEIDER,34
Self-Employed (Owns Nail Salon)
Weimar

"I don't believe in climate change, but I am
against rising prices of energy and would like to
learn how to increase my savings."
Background
Mrs. Dana Schneider has a Bachelor's in German Literature. She is married and has a
5-year-old child. Dana owns a nail salon in Weimar. She is independent and mostly
stays busy with her work. Dana is often tired at the end of the day and does not have
time to think about other things. She likes to go on trips on weekends with her
friends. She often complains about her busy schedule.

Goals & Needs

Problems & Challenges

She does not want to pay the high
utility expenses.
Access to recreational spaces (e.g.,
pool).
Guidance on how to increase her
savings regarding utility bills.
She doesn't have time to deal with
delayed service, so she wants it
resolved fast if there is an issue.
Good customer service.

Lack of practical
knowledge/expertise.
Financing capacities.
She is concerned that the war and
rising costs may impact her.
expenses, causing her to lose her
small business.
Managing her schedule & running her
business.

Options & Alternatives
Look for energy consultation that offers services such as saving energy, obtaining
green energy, etc., for individuals and small businesses.
Change to a new house/shop with improved energy efficiency (reduced
consumption) to reduce utility usage.
Weekend activities (family-friendly) activities + promoting Stadtwerke Verden
new projects/options.
Switching to the best utility provider who benefits her business.
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0 3 . 1 . 2 . PERSONA
MR. RICHARD HANNES,45
Manager (IT Services)
Brandenburg

"I want a sustainable future for next
generation and all of us playing a major role
in providing that to our kids."
Background
Mr. Richard Hannes has a Master's in Computational Science and is currently
working as a Manager in IT services. He's married to a Veterinarian and has twin
daughters. He owns a Horse, likes gardening, and plays golf with his family. He's a
techie, buys the latest gadgets, and drives an SUV. He was upset about last year's
energy bill and how the prices increase daily. He's concerned about the lack of CO2
emission information from his utility provider. He worries about climate change and
takes part in green activities wherever possible.

Goals & Needs

Problems & Challenges

Reliable, affordable energy.
Wants to indulge in more activities
related to green energy.
Wants a sustainable community.
Wants to stop the climate crisis for
the sake of his daughters.
In need of government plans and
subsidies to finance innovative green
technology.
Wants to track energy consumption.

It appears that more community
efforts are required to meet climate
targets.
Finds green energy to be expensive.
Finds public utilities to be less
engaging with climate-related
activities.
Cost of implementation and
maintenance of green Technologies
as a prosumer.

Options & Alternatives
Gov. subsidies for implementation / Financing opts. (Banks, Utility providers, etc.)
Energy transition/green energy awareness efforts in the community.
Consultation by SW for cheaper green energy alternative.
Reducing the usage of utilities.
Switching providers & becoming prosumers.
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0 3 . 1 . 3 . PERSONA
PAULA GIEGLER, 23
Junior Graphic Designer
Dessau

"I would like to do more better for our planet earth,
and I have already started improving my daily
activities that harm our world."
Background
Mrs. Paula Giegler has a Bachelor's in Design and recently started working as a
Junior Graphic Designer. She is single and rents a room with her cat Mr. Munch.
Paula likes to read blogs about achieving climate goals and keeps herself aware of
climate neutrality and energy source. She tries to live zero-waste and eco-friendly
and wants to work on the environment & climate change for her design projects. She
also calls herself a social activist and enjoys forest walks with her friends. She
wishes to make a change but time and money are her limiting factors. She doesn't
feel alone since other people in the building have similar thoughts.

Goals & Needs
Wants to learn about services and
products that can assist in reaching
climate neutrality.
Wants to know her energy consumption
and alternatives and how to reduce it.
Wants efficient customer care and
response from Stadtwerke for her
inquiries.
Wants a better future for herself with
affordable public utilities.

Problems & Challenges
She's not sure about the
environmental consequences of her
high energy use.
She doesn't know which of her
products has an environmental
effect; wants to learn about other
options for accomplishing climate
goals.
She is frustrated because she has
little influence on climate change.

Options & Alternatives
Collaborate with other residents to have joint initiatives about green energy.
Participating in competitions and reward base system in the district, and
reducing the usage of utilities.
Stadtwerke is the first point of contact for all topics relating to the energy
transition.
One-stop shop to track her energy consumption and impact on climate from her
utilities.
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0 3 . 2 . HOW MIGHT WE...?
Constructing How-might-we questions
generates creative solutions while
keeping teams focused on the right
problems to solve.
Based on personas, their goals, needs, and challenges,
there are several questions that arise. In the form of "How
might we.." we formulated the key areas of investigation
that we addressed in further chapters.

How might we...
... support small business owners?
... increase the savings of the citizens of Verden?
... promote Stadtwerke initiatives to citizens and business
owners?
... reach citizens not interested in energy transition and get their
interest?
... promote family-friendly events to engage communities in
actions for climate neutrality?
... encourage/ incentive local initiatives for climate neutrality?
... provide easy access to energy consumption data and CO2
footprint for customers?
... promote and encourage citizen initiatives?
... quickly provide consultation by Stadtwerke to citizens?
... promote local investment in climate-neutral energy
production?
... improve the customer care process when a citizen has an
inquiry?
... deliver the service and products efficiently to citizens of
Verden?
... incentive energy efficiency for citizens?
... promote collaboration between residents to use combined
green solutions?
... increase the cooperation between citizens and Stadtwerke?
... Make Stadtwerke the first point of contact on topics related to
energy?

24
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0 4 . 1 . ROADMAP

Ideation phase: Roadmap

The previous chapter opened up the discussion
of what can be done to assure the inclusion of
citizens' needs in the further actions of the
Stadtwerke and the City of Verden. Based on
the critical areas of development, we created a
roadmap with steps to take toward achieving
the aims and objectives of the City of Verden.
Propositions are addressing the questions
defined in section 03.2.
The roadmap consists of two paths: the light
blue, which stands for recommended actions,
and the dark blue, for activities that we
consider necessary to achieve the goals.
Additionally, each task has a description
leading to the corresponding text in the
upcoming parts of the handbook.

One-stop-shop

Timeline and
further development

Best practices

Key areas

Community engagement

26
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0 4 . 1 . ROADMAP
We recommend a workshop
facilitated by QLab with the City of
Verden and the Stadtwerke Verden
to prioritize tasks and further develop
the ideas.

MAY 2022

2022
Workshop:
How might the
City of Verden
proceed?

Before implementing any strategy, it
is crucial to ask the citizens for their
opinions and concerns and get to
know their current situation. It allows
a deeper understanding of their
needs and sets action priorities.

Survey
with the
citizens

Read more in Section 05.3.

Network
building
with other
Stadtwerke

These activities include networking
and collaborating with other
Stadtwerke by sharing information
on best practices and how to
overcome challenges.
Read more in Section 05.4.

Both municipality and Stadtwerke
can benefit from training and
workshops on energy transition or
work strategies for their employees.

Training for
employees

Community awareness and
involvement are essential to achieving
climate neutrality and informing the
citizens on what to expect from the
transition phase.

Community
awareness
campaign

Read more in Section 04.2.4.

Education and understanding of the
importance of saving the planet and
ways to achieve it will become
helpful in later stages of the
transformation. The Stadtwerke can
show their community involvement
and reach parents by educating
pupils and students. (Cooperation
with kleVer.)

Organizing
workshops
for schools
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Whether individual ownership or
centralized production, scaling up
renewable sources such as solar PV
installations is a crucial part of the
energy transition. Monetary incentives
can be provided for consumers trying
to become prosumers.

Scaling up
the PV plans

Read more in Section 04.2.8.

With the advancing digitization, more
Stadtwerke is introducing convenient
tools to monitor their consumer's
usage of utilities. By submitting the
mobile app VERsorgt, each customer
would be able to access products and
services offered by Stadtwerke and
learn how to be more climate-friendly.

Launching
the app for
citizens

Read more in Section 05.2.

It is a location where a customer can
access a vast range of services. It is
based on consultation with individual
clients and further recommending a
solution for their questions. Such a
service can help citizens become
prosumers or reduce their utility usage.

One-Stop-Shop

Themed fair
"Days of
clean energy"

Read more in Section 05.2.

Investing in community events can be
a great way to give back to the local
people and educate them. Such fairs
can include fun workshops for children
and informative sessions for adults.

GHG
calculation

To be able to build a roadmap toward
climate neutrality, one of the first steps
is to assess the current GHG emissions
as a result of operations.
Read more in Section 06.1.2.

Start
research:
River heat
pump and
District
heating

In the first step, research can be
conducted to explore the potential for
heat generation using the river water
that can be harnessed without
damaging marine life. Also,
collaborations can be made with
agencies that help in designing and
simulating the district heating network.

2023

Read more in Section 04.2.3.
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2025

Exploring the potential for areas
suitable for implementing new
technologies and decentralized
energy production can open the
possibility of taking the initiative as
providers.

Cadastre:
Solar &
Geothermal
Potential

Read more in Section 04.2.1.

Wind turbines are another critical
element of the climate-neutral energy
mix. It should be extended to the most
suitable areas, whether onshore,
offshore, or community-based.

Expanding
wind
turbines

As a part of the awareness campaign
mentioned earlier, competitions are
meant as a way to crowdsource ideas
and increase citizen involvement.

Competitions
for citizens for
the most
climate-neutral
district

Read more in Section 04.2.5.

The city must support those with less
available resources in achieving
climate neutrality. By financial support
for low-income citizens, the
municipality can help increase the
number of prosumers and lower
carbon emissions.

Incentives
for installing
rooftop PV

Read more in Sections 04.2.8. & 04.2.12.

Sustainability reporting is a disclosure
of information where an organization
reports on its sustainability strategy,
initiatives, and KPIs for a specific
period.

Sustainability
reporting

Read more in Sections 06.1.2.

District heating is a way to provide
heat directly to households produced
in a central location. District heating is
crucial for climate neutrality because
heat can be produced sustainably by
various methods instead of home gas
usage.

District
heating

2030
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2040
Climate
Neutral
Energy
supply

Green electricity generates green
hydrogen through electrolysis. With
current technologies producing green
hydrogen is an expensive and
challenging process; however, it is being
improved, and it will be more accessible
in the future.

Hydrogen
powerplant

Geothermal installations can replace
fossil fuels in district heating. It is a source
of sustainable energy that can be also
accessed in Verden.

Implementing
geothermal
energy

Read more in Section 04.2.1.

Biogas is a type of gas that can be
obtained from organic wastes by
anaerobic digestion, and it may replace
natural gas for cooking purposes.

Promoting
community
biogas

Read more in Section 06.1.1.

Combined heat and power plants can
produce electricity while capturing and
utilizing the heat that is released as a
part of the procedure. The source of
energy used depends on the type of
plant and can include renewable sources
in the process.

Extend
combined
heat and
power plant
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0 4 . 2 . BEST PRACTICES

Ideation Phase: Best practices

The following section presents the selection of
the so-called 'best practices.' Those are
examples
of
companies,
Stadtwerke,
or
municipalities that took actions towards
achieving climate goals and were successful.
We present this information ordered by the
technologies and concepts mentioned in the
roadmap, thus resulting from the research and
needs of personas.
In each section, you can read an explanation of
a given technology or practice, followed by its
advantages and disadvantages. Additionally,
and next to our remarks, we include information
on where such an approach has been
incorporated.
You might study this section individually to
learn the results of the sprint's research and the
content itself or as a further contribution to the
roadmap.
The cost associated with these technologies
has been depicted with
on a scale of one to
five, with one being the cheapest and five
being the most expensive technology.
31
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04.2.1
GEOTHERMAL
ENERGY

Explanation

Geothermal energy is heat within the earth. It is
a renewable energy source because heat is
continuously
produced
inside
the
earth.
Geothermal plants can be coupled with a heat
pump or gas boiler under buildings.

Advantages
Disadvantages

Did anyone do it
before?

Remarks

Self dependent energy source
Management is required to maintain
sustainability
This technology has high initial cost

Stadtwerke Lemgo
Stadtwerke Bamberg
Using geothermal energy close to the
surface and heat from the water.
Stadtwerke Munich
By 2040, they will ensure CO2-neutral
coverage of Munich’s demand for district
heating, mainly relying on geothermal
energy.

The City of Verden can research to find out the best
geo thermal energy hotspots in and around the city.
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04.2.2
HEAT-PUMP:
SEWAGE TREATMENT
PLANT
*Kläranlage, Lemgo

Explanation

Advantages

Disadvantages

A heat pump can be installed at a sewage
treatment plant. This heat pump extracts the
waste heat from the sewage water and heats
up the inlet water/fluid.
The waste heat from sewage water is used.
It uses less energy compared to a regular
heat pump.
This technology has a high initial cost and
maintenance cost

Did anyone do it
before?
Remarks

Stadtwerke Lemgo

A good alternative for a long-term solution.
The City of Verden can expand the capacity
of its heat pumps at the sewage treatment
plant to harness the heat that is available in
sewage water.

*Source: Zentralkläranlage Lemgo - Mikroverunreinigungen
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04.2.3
HEAT-PUMP:
NEAR A RIVER
Robinson College, Cambridge

Explanation

Advantages

Disadvantages

Did anyone do it
before?
Remarks

This heat pump extracts the waste heat from
the river water and heats up the inlet
water/fluid which can further be used for space
heating
The waste heat from river water is used.
Uses less energy when compared to the
regular heat pump.
River water can be cooled back if it gets too
hot
This technology is linked with high initial
cost

Stadtwerke Lemgo
Robinson College, Cambridge
A good alternative for a long term solution
River water is generally at 7-15 degrees
If the river is fast, it's better
Works better in conjugation with underfloor
heating
The City of Verden can incorporate this
technology by installing a heat pump in
river Aller.
The heat from the river Aller can be used to
power hundreds of houses in Verden.
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04.2.4
SOCIAL PROJECTS
AND RAISING
AWARENESS
Explanation
Social projects may offer ways for the Stadtwerke to involve the
citizens better and give back to the community in which they operate.
A social project can be tailored toward serving the public in any
value-adding way. Most social projects are organized through
collaboration with different NGOs or the City Hall. Working together
with various parties towards solutions and supporting initiatives that
give back to the community in which the Stadtwerke operates is vital
for the significance and perceived presence of the Stadtwerke within
the community.
Some examples include:
Citizen surveys
Education programs
Assistance for underprivileged
households

Advantages

Disadvantages

Competitions
Sponsoring events
Sponsoring public spaces
(e.g., pools)

Increases customer satisfaction and loyalty.
Better connection and presence in the
region.
Better communication on energy-related
topics.
Causes workload and might be timeintensive.
Difficult to engage the citizens at the
beginning.
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04.2.4
SOCIAL PROJECTS
AND RAISING
AWARENESS

Did anyone do it
before?

Stadtwerke Munich
Sponsors the Tollwood festival, supports
a geo-zoo and cooperates with art and
concert venue operators.
SWM education program has supported
projects aimed at improving the
educational opportunities of
disadvantaged children and adolescents
SWM supports schools with curriculumrelated materials on energy, water, and
communication. Furthermore, they offer
free career orientation, guided tours, and
events.
SWM will achieve CO2 neutrality in all its
public pools
Stadtwerke Potsdam
Autonomes Frauenzentrum Potsdam e.V.
Potsdamer Tafel e.V.
Teutoburger Energie
Electricity and gas with a refund policy.
Giving back to the region by funding
green projects
Support for local associations and
education projects
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04.2.5
CROWDSOURCING
& CROWDFUNDING

Explanation

Advantages

Disadvantages

Did anyone do it
before?

Crowdsourcing is a form of generating
products, services, ideas, and votes by
involving a large group of participants in the
process.
While crowdsourcing seeks to generate
information, crowdfunding seeks finances.
People may participate in crowdfunding with no
expectation of repayment.
It brings communities together and builds
deeper engagement.
Cost and time-efficient.
Challenging to mobilize people and address the
suitable needs
Lack of confidentiality of project details, as
everything needs to be disclosed to the public
Stadtwerke Potsdam
Funding competition for ideas and projects
that promote neighborly cooperation.
Teutoburger Energie
Online voting competition to determine
which projects to fund.
Enen Energy
Crowd investing for project developments
of two photovoltaic free-field systems.
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04.2.6
COUNSELING

Explanation

Advantages

Disadvantages

Did anyone do it
before?

Counseling is a service that can be provided as a
part of the One-Stop-Shop. It can cover various
areas such as promoting the efficient use of
energy, guidance on financing, support for
household solar PV installments, e-mobility
solutions, and comparison of heating costs.
Provides better service for customers, results in a
higher commitment
Involves citizens in the energy transition

It might be costly to provide individual counseling
on a large scale
Labor intensive
Measures toward energy use reduction conflict
with the best interests of the Stadtwerke.
Stadtwerke Munich
Low-income households receive free
energy counseling
Stadtwerke Kiel
Individual energy advice and support to
households, companies, and real estates
Free counseling, quotes, and turnkey
solutions on solar PV installations
Stadtwerke Lemgo
Provides information on saving electricity,
heating systems, thermal insulation
measures, solar systems, and more
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04.2.7
E-MOBILITY

Explanation

Advantages

Disadvantages

Electromobility or e-mobility uses electric
propulsion for different types of modes of
transportation.
In urban contexts, e-mobility has the potential
to reduce air and noise pollution.

Relatively easy to facilitate.
Light-weight transportation can be easily
electrified.
Low fuel costs.

High prices of vehicles
Limited range and possibly long charging
time
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04.2.7
E-MOBILITY

Did anyone do it
before?

Possible point of
contact

Stadtwerke Munich
Committed to transforming 75% of the vehicle
fleet(passenger cars and light commercial
vehicles) to e-mobility by 2030.
Subways and trams are already 100% electric.
By 2030, buses will also be 100% electric-driven
and emission-free.
Stadtwerke Kiel
Provides battery storage and charging station
for electric cars.
Provides electric car owners guidance on
being reimbursed 250 euros per year.
Provides information, advice, and exclusive
tariffs for electric car owners.
Stadtwerke Lemgo
Provides funding options, charging solutions,
and green electricity at public charging
stations.
Teutoburger Energie
Provides stations at home and convenient
charging at public stations.

NOW GmbH
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04.2.8
SOLAR PV

Explanation

Solar PV systems are composed of solar
panels that produce electricity from the sun.
They have a wide range of application areas
ranging from individual households to utilityscale production sites.
Types of solar PV applications:
-PV direct systems
Requires no connection to the grid or
batteries.
Relatively simple to implement
Off-Grid
Battery connection
Grid-tied
Feeds the generated electricity into the grid
Grid-tied with battery backup
Improves reliability

Advantages

Can be low maintenance depending on the
application.
Simple systems are relatively easier to install
Low cost of energy.
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04.2.8
SOLAR PV

Disadvantages

Did anyone do it
before?

Remarks

Cannibalisation effect, which is essentially the
reduced profitability from upscaling the
production of renewable energy
Energy production is unstable throughout the
day and seasons.

Stadtwerke Kiel
Provides quotes, free consultations, and
turnkey solar PV solutions.
Provides panels, batteries, and car
charging stations.
Provides an online platform for analysis
and consumption optimization.
Bundorf
The municipality of Bundorf wants to build
the largest citizen solar park in Germany
Stadtwerke Munich
Operates solar parks throughout Germany
and suitable locations in Europe
Installing rooftop PV can be a starting point in
converting consumers into prosumers. This
process can be intensified by providing
subsidies and having solar cadasters for the
citizens to use.
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04.2.9
AGRI-PV

Solarinput.de

Explanation

Advantages

Disadvantages

Agri-PV is the dual use of land for agriculture
and solar-PV energy production. Semitransparent plants are placed as a semi-open
roof on top of the crops and provide benefits
to the crops while simultaneously producing
electricity
Allows expansion of Solar PV while
preserving land for agriculture
Offers protection from natural phenomena
such as hail or storms.
Offers efficient water use.
Taxation is complicated for dual land use.
It doesn't work for all crops
Expensive technology

Did anyone do it before?
bdew energie

Possible point of contact
BayWa r.e.
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04.2.10
PV PLANT WITH
ENERGY STORAGE

Explanation

Advantages

Disadvantages

Did anyone do it
before?

The electricity generated in PV plants is
generally too high during peak noons in
summer. Not all of this electricity is used, and
sometimes the energy production has to be
stopped. The excess energy can be stored in
either battery or pumped hydro storage (PHS)
to tackle this issue.

The excess energy produced during sunny
days is stored.
This energy can be used at night when
there is no sun.

PHS technology depends on the geography
of the city. Generally, hilly regions are more
suitable for PHS.
Involves high batteries cost.

Vattenfalls pumped hydrogen storage near
Saxony.
PHS plant at Geesthacht, close to Hamburg.
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04.2.11
RADIANT
UNDERFLOOR
HEATING
H.Raab

Explanation

Advantages

Disadvantages

Did anyone do it
before?

Underfloor heating and cooling is a form of
central heating and cooling that achieves
indoor climate control for thermal comfort
using hydronic or electrical heating elements
embedded in a floor. Heating is achieved by
conduction, radiation, and convection.

Much more efficient when compared to
radiators.
Electric models are independent of oil and
gas.
It helps get rid of tiny crawlers like dust lite,
which can pose a health hazard.
Time-consuming process to retrofit and
install in houses.
More expensive than conventional
radiators.
The floor height increases when the system
is installed.

This technology is fairly common and is
used across Europe and UK in houses,
apartments, resorts,health care facility, etc
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04.2.12
SOLAR THERMAL

Explanation

Advantages

Disadvantages

Did anyone do it
before?

Solar thermal energy (STE) is a form of energy
and a technology for harnessing solar energy
to generate thermal energy in industry and
residential and commercial sectors. It can be
set up on rooftops or as a large-scale plant.
Directly converts solar energy into thermal
energy.
A good alternative to replace gas or oil in
space heating. *
It does not work at night or when there is no
sun.
During cloudy days the heat generated
might not be sufficient for space heating.

This technology is widely used throughout
the world to heat water. It is more common
in tropical countries where the temperature
is generally high.
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05.1
INTRODUCTION
After brainstorming various ideas and best
practices, it was time to convert these many
solutions into a tangible form, from paper to
digital. We developed prototypes to help us
refine ideas and validate our design through
usability testing.
These prototypes are a vital draft design that
precedes the development of the original
design layout. Prototyping was essential in our
sprint for communicating our approach and
different possibilities that can be achieved in
the future.
We started with paper prototypes and lowfidelity wireframing to develop our final
prototype.

<PAGE #>
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05.2

One-Stop-Shop- VERsorgt
We propose the One-Stop-Shop as a platform
for citizens to access different products and
services handled by Stadtwerke.
This platform can be used through an app or a
website. It primarily includes tools to promote
general
awareness
and
increase
social
responsibility.
This solution aims to increase consumption
transparency and share advice on the best
ways to save energy. We suggest this as one of
the short-term and a mid-term solution for the
citizens. We started with gathering insights
from our research and preparing a structure for
the app that is shown below:
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VERsorgt
ONE-STOP-SHOP

ONBOARDING
After the user taps the app icon, First
impression is a brief introduction
about the platform and an interface
with the sign-up and sign-in screen.
Also, some options to login through
different social media platforms.
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05.2

HOME PAGE
After onboarding, the user
arrives on the home page, the
main screen that summarizes
the App's features like the latest
news and products, a CO2
footprint calculator, and
neighborhood comparison.
You can also look through different profiles in your city to
learn about their climate-neutral vision and efforts. This tool
promotes social responsibility and raises awareness by
allowing users to see what others are doing to make the
transition to a greener environment.
Several other features, such as a CO2 footprint calculator and energy
tracking, aim to promote consumer transparency and increase
participation in climate goals.

FIND EVENTS
Once the user clicks on the Events icon
in the navigation bar, he can find
several events near the city. These
could be seminars, conferences, and
energy fairs related to climate and
technologies in the energy sector.
Also, when there's a live conference
happening, there can be an option to
watch this session through this
platform.
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05.2

LATEST NEWS
When the user clicks on the News icon
in the navigation bar, he comes across
the latest news constantly updating on
the internet. Users can also read
through different blogs and articles
about the best practices and
technologies developing in their
country.

CONSULTING
Many existing services, like the online
service portal, registration, and
deregistration, can be accessed after
clicking the consult button. You can
also schedule an appointment for any
query and business consulting.
Several features are already available
and functioning, like reporting a fault,
reading customer magazines, and
accessing the video library. Users can
access these tools through this screen.
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05.2

OUR PRODUCTS
The Products icon in the navigation bar
displays a list of currently available
products such as electricity, heat,
natural gas, and water. A municipality's
green supply can also be estimated
based on the number of persons in the
household or annual usage. Stadtwerke
may provide its customers with a
variety of subscription options.

FOOTPRINT
CALCULATOR
The user can access the CO2 footprint
calculator from the home screen. One
can search for carbon emissions caused
by daily activities like transport,
shopping, food, and travel. CO2 footprint
calculations are typically based on
annual emissions from the previous 12
months.
You can offset/neutralize your emissions
following your calculation through one of
Stadtwerke's climate-friendly projects.
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05.2.1.
FEEDBACK
One-Stop-Shop-VERsorgt

We validated our design by receiving insights
from eight experts in the field of UX/UI design.
They addressed problems they faced and
opportunities that could be developed for
future improvement. Some of these inputs are
mentioned below:
Information is too cluttered and crowded on
some screens, increasing cognitive load.
The home page should have the highest
priority and display the platform's core
value so that users can quickly access it and
achieve their tasks.
The color scheme doesn't work and could be
more straightforward.
Legibility of text can be improved in some
places.
The app should display some identity of
Stadtwerke Verden and the citizens of
Verden.
Avatars might not work well for the older
generation.
Features in the app have a complicated
language web because the same topic can
be accessed from different buttons.
CO2 footprint calculator and tracking energy
consumption are good features to add and
can be developed further.
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05.3
PROTOTYPING
Survey for citizens of Verden

As seen in the roadmap, surveying the citizens
of Verden is one of the critical actions that
should be done as soon as possible to set a
plan for further implementations.
We addressed a general audience as part of
the research. While the results served us as a
guideline for the ideation and prototyping, we
recommend the City of Verden to conduct a
similar survey aimed at its citizens.
An essential part of the process is reaching a
diverse group of citizens. For that reason, the
distribution should be conducted by multiple
channels. We recommend sharing the survey
on the Municipality's social media (Facebook
and Instagram) and the website. It would be
beneficial to request from accounts associated
with the city and climate-friendly activities to
reshare it on their channels.
Additionally, flyers and posters should be
distributed around the city to reach other
social groups. If there are such possibilities
worth considering is conducting an analog
survey on the streets to get groups that are not
digitally literate.
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05.3
PROTOTYPING
Survey for citizens of Verden - proposition of a flyer

Place QRCode here
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0 5 . 3 . SURVEY-PROTOTYPE
What is your age?
Less than 18
18 to 24
25 to 34
35 to 44
45 to 54
55 to 64
65 or more

Hypothetically, how much extra would
you be willing to pay for your electricity
if it's guaranteed to come from climateneutral sources?
5 - 10%
10 - 15%
15 - 20%
20 - 25%
> 25%
I don´t want my energy source to be
climate neutral

Where do you currently live?
Rural area near Verden
Verden - town center
Verden - suburbs
Other: please specify
What best describes your living situation?
I am renting an apartment.
I am renting a house.
I live in my own (my family’s)
apartment
I live in my own (my family’s) house
How many people live in your household?
1
2
3
4
>4
Who is your energy provider?
(Short text answer)
Do you know if your energy comes from
climate-neutral (renewable) sources?
Electricity and heating from renewable
sources
Neither electricity nor heating from
renewable sources
Only heating from a renewable source
Only electricity from a renewable
source
I do not know
Other (please specify)
How much does being climate-neutral
mean to you?

1

10
57

How likely are you willing to produce
your own biogas using a portable biogas
digestor for cooking purposes?
(A portable biogas digester is a device
that can produce cooking gas using
kitchen/plant waste. It occupies less
than 2 sq feet area)

1

10

How much do the following points
influence your decision to install a
rooftop solar PV/ Heat pump? (scale 1-5)
The cost
Lack of space
Not owning the apartment
The appearance
My neighbors will think I'm too extra
I don’t know how to do it
I don’t know whom to ask for help
with the process
other: please specify
What are your expectations from your
utility provider? (you can choose
multiple)
Cheap, reliable energy supply
One stop shop to access different
kinds of products and services
Community involvement
Investing in social projects
Consulting
Operating recreational spaces
(parks, pools, etc)
Other (please specify)
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05.4
PROTOTYPING
Stadtwerke Networking Prototype

Collaboration and networking are a vital part of
assuring success on the way to climate
neutrality. To achieve significant results and
comply with the national targets, everyone
needs to get on board and share knowledge.
For that reason, we prototyped the idea of an
alliance of regional Stadtwerke in Lower Saxony
and prepared a basic flyer to communicate the
concept better.
Establishing an official network such as this one
can help speed up and better structure the
existing communication efforts of Stadtwerke
Verden
with
other
Stadtwerke
and
organizations.
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LOWER SAXONY STADTWERKE
ALLIANCE FOR CLIMATE
NEUTRALITY
WHAT WE DO

ABOUT US
We are an alliance
devoted to adopting
environmentally-friendly
practices to make our
energy supply climateneutral and comply with
the climate action
program 2030.

01

The only way to move forward in the
new era of climate-neutral energy is to
work together. We organize workshops
and seminars to keep each other
updated with recent trends and best
practices.

02

WHY JOIN US
Achieving climate neutrality
is a pressing issue that
requires high levels of
collaboration and
synchronization of efforts
which our alliance aspires to
provide.
We hold semiannual general
meetings with all our
members, organize
workshops and seminars,
and provide an online
platform for direct
collaboration and
information exchange.

Sharing Knowledge

Co-Investing and
Financial Guidance
Alternative modes of energy and new
infrastructure can be costly. Coinvesting allows us to undertake new
projects while limiting the financial
burden. We also provide financial
guidance on acquiring federal level
and EU grants.

03

Diversifying the Energy Mix
We work towards diversifying the
energy production in the area by
capitalizing
on
the
available
conditions in different regions, which
creates an overall more resilient
energy system.
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0 5 . 4 . SUGGESTIONS FOR
STADTWERKE ALLIANCE
The alliance can be composed of
local Stadtwerke in the nearby
areas that carry similar
characteristics such as size,
offers, vision for climate
neutrality, and willingness to
collaborate.

Stadtwerke mentioned below are
examples of possible points of
collaboration for Stadtwerke Verden
Stadtwerke Bramsche
Stadtwerke Northeim
Stadtwerke Rinteln
Stadtwerke Burgdorf
Stadtwerke Winsen
Stadtwerke Nienburg energie
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OUR YEARLY PLANNER
JANUARY

FEBRUARY

General
Meeting

APRIL

GRI training by
Stadwerke X

MAY

"Science meets
City" symposium
May 20

JULY

AUGUST

General meeting

OCTOBER

MARCH

JUNE

"Municipality
moves the world"
competition
June 3

SEPTEMBER

Solar PV
infrastructure
financing
workshop by
Stadtwerke Y
NOVEMBER

Municipal climate
conference Nov
21-22

DECEMBER

CONCLUSIONS
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0 6 . 1 . RECOMMENDATIONS

Collaborating with Start-Ups

Start-ups are producing new
business models and are able to
push out of the market
established leaders. It is beneficial
to learn from them and
collaborate.*

Collaboration plays a crucial role in innovation.
By collaborating, we are not only finding the
best solutions to the problem but also
expanding our knowledge. Keeping this in mind,
below are a few start-ups that can help the
City of Verden become climate neutral. These
companies have been a part of the energy
transition by providing products and services
that can help utility providers, businesses, and
individuals with innovative solutions to tackle
the energy problem.

Source: Böhme, E. (2017). Von Start-ups lernen – Methoden und Entwicklungsprozesse, die
Jungunternehmen erfolgreich machen. In: Doleski, O. (eds) Herausforderung Utility 4.0. Springer
Vieweg, Wiesbaden. https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-658-15737-1_37
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0 6 . 1 . 1 . COLLABORATING
HomeBiogas

Website

homebiogas.com

Contact

https://www.homebioga
s.com/contact-us/

tado.com

Contact

https://supportrequest.tado.com/#/cont
act?locale=en

WITH START-UPS
06.1.1

HomeBiogas manufactures biogas digesters that convert
waste into usable biogas. The company manufactures
digesters that can be used in a small household with as
low as two people to as high as seven people. This device
can also generate biogas in parks, hotels, restaurants,
etc. HomeBiogas digesters utilize methanogen bacteria,
similar to those in cow stomachs, breaking down organic
waste and creating clean gas. By using cooking waste
alone, this device can provide gas from 2 to 6 hours of
cooking on a single burner, depending on the size of the
digester. Another by-product of this process is fertilizer
used in the garden or sold.
Relevance:- The City of Verden can collaborate with this
company as a first step to starting with a backyard
biogas digester. To understand how this device can
support the energy transition, one digester of all the
models can be bought and tested at hotels, restaurants,
and parks. If using the digester gives good results,
citizens could try them as well.

tado

Website

MAY 2022

06.1.2
With tado, you control the climate in your home without
effort or high costs. The application is energy-efficient
and intelligent to take care of the more essential things.
Now it's also available with a clean and renewable
electricity supply from aWATTar by tado°. Using the
application Smart Schedule function can set the perfect
temperature for every time of day. Also, Open Window
Detection reminds you to stop heating while airing your
home, which helps in saving much energy. There is also an
option to get 100% renewable energy from aWATTar.
aWATTar energy supply comes from renewable energy
sources like solar panels and wind turbines. Using
renewable energy reduces your environmental footprint
and does your part for the planet.
Relevance:- The City of Verden can collaborate with this
company to help reduce energy costs of space heating by
installing smart thermostats. As a pilot project, this
technology can be used in the municipality buildings to
observe how feasible the technology is.
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0 6 . 1 . 1 . COLLABORATING
eCozy

Website
ecozy.de

Contact

https://www.ecozy.de/en
/kontakt

lumenaza.de/en/home/

Contact

Tereza Borges
tereza.borges@lumenaza.de
+49 30 346 558 200

WITH START-UPS
06.1.3

eCozy is an intelligent thermostat for water radiators.
However, eCozy is not just an ordinary thermostat - with
its innovative design, it can be controlled via the eCozy
app or directly on the thermostat's large and colorful
touch display. eCozy's thermostat is ZigBee-powered - so
it "talks" over the ZigBee communication protocol with
the eCozy Central Unit, which is an essential part of the
eCozy Smart Heating system and is used to manage up
to 16 eCozy devices (eCozy Thermostats and external
Thermosensors).
Relevance:- The City of Verden can collaborate with this
company to help reduce energy costs of space heating
by installing smart thermostats. As a pilot project, this
technology can be used in the municipality buildings to
observe how feasible the technology is.

Lumenaza

Website

MAY 2022

06.1.4
Lumenaza offers a robust SaaS platform that enables
green utilities to start, grow and evolve their business by
connecting producers and consumers of green distributed
energy. The Software as a Service platform for green
utilities to transform their business.
The customers profit from innovative solutions to
maximize their value from distributed green assets, such
as PV, batteries, EVs, and electric heating and cooling.
Instead of just selling hardware, the user can bundle
products with energy services and electricity tariffs to
build prosumer communities, unlocking significant new
revenue streams for the utility and boosting margins.
Services such as smart tariffs, validating business ideas,
and showcasing the precise origin of the energy are also
provided by this company.
Relevance:- This company can help the city digitize its
utility supply. The City of Verden can also use its software
platforms and consultancy to upgrade the utility business
and create a prosumer community within the city.
Consumers must know the source of the energy they’re
using. And this company can help in making that clear.
Their software platforms and consultancy helps in
upgrading the utility business and creating a prosumer
community within the city.
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0 6 . 1 . 1 . COLLABORATING
MOWEA

Website

mowea.world

Contact

contact@mowea.world
+49 (0)30 23 52 61 11

SunOyster

Website

sunoyster.com

Contact

+49 4101 854 81 81
info@sunoyster.com

MAY 2022

WITH START-UPS
06.1.5

MOWEA has developed a unique, modular wind energy
system based on the Lego principle, enabling demandoriented, efficient, and cost-effective energy generation.
On top of this, the system has an outstanding design and
IoT features for future intelligent applications. The
company helps build this new technology right from its
roots by providing advising, engineering, constructing,
and maintaining the wind energy systems. MOWEA uses
the latest communication interfaces via the Internet,
ensuring optimized system control, increased safety, and
improved maintenance. MOWEA units can operate plugand-play with other energy sources as well.
Relevance:- The idea of wind turbines is essential for the
energy transition. But with people disliking the noisy
turbines that obstruct their view, it can be a challenge to
install a lot of them can be challenging. By collaborating
with this company, the City of Verden can tackle this
problem, as MOWEA manufactures modular wing turbines
that are aesthetically appealing and much lighter than
conventional ones.

06.1.6
The SunOyster is a solar technology for generating
electricity and heat, characterized by high area efficiency,
low costs, and a good design. The SunOyster technology
can serve many customers, ranging from single and
multi-family homes to commercial buildings such as
hotels, hospitals, offices, and retail to industrial processes,
district solutions, local and district heating networks, and
power plants. The chic PV tracker offers maximum power
generation through all-day, two-axis tracking. 3.6 kW x
factor 1.3 for approx. 30% more electricity yield than
optimally aligned, permanently installed PV modules.
Relevance:- By collaborating with this company, the City
of Verden can install state-of-the-art PV modules that
can help in generating both heat and electricity. The
technology used is excellent, and users can install this
device on individual houses and large-scale solar power
plants. This device can help harness most solar energy
falling on it by using its bi-directional tracking
mechanism. Also, this device can protect itself against
strong winds and storms. The device has a Solar Keymark
certification to help obtain subsidies as an added
advantage.
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Tough trough

Website

toughtrough.com

Contact

+49 (0)421 408 991-0
E-mail
info@toughtrough.com

energy-labs.com

Contact

https://energylabs.com/start-today/

WITH START-UPS
06.1.7

Benefiting from the experience in wind tunnel and
materials testing, tough Trough has developed a robust
and efficient solar mirror system, which is particularly
distinguished
by
its
revolutionary
light-weight
construction. The toughTrough® mirror system is the joint
venture's solution for solar thermal collectors – regarding
parabolic troughs, heliostats, Fresnel, and dishes. Solar
thermal power plants are mainly assembled in arid
environments. They are constantly exposed to harsh
environmental influences – such as wind loads,
hailstorms, and sand abrasion – that can cause severe
damage to the mirror system. The result of the
company's research and development is a mirror system
that saves up to 75% of the weight and is particularly
more robust than standard systems at the same time.
Relevance:- The technology used in this device can help
in harnessing the maximum amount of solar energy. The
solar mirror system can be used in conjugation with PV
panels in solar farms.

EnergyLabs

Website

MAY 2022

06.1.8
EnergyLabs offers a portfolio of energy-saving solutions to
optimize and reduce the energy consumption in buildings,
significantly lowering their carbon footprint. The company
helps in optimizing the voltage level in buildings in realtime. The company's scalable solution saves 5-10% of
energy and CO2 emission. EnergyLabs takes over the safe
and smooth implementation of all Software and hardware
components. Its integrated monitoring and control
solution enables a holistic and high-resolution data
collection plus practical analysis.
Relevance:- Various small and large businesses in the City
of Verden can benefit by collaborating with this company.
The energy bills can go down by 15%, which can help
enterprises to spend more on green initiatives like buying
more green energy and engaging in more climate-neutral
activities.
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Enpal

Website
enpal.de

Contact

information@enpal.de
 +49 30 30 80 80 52 (ext. 1)

MTU-Solutions
(Rolls Royce)

Website

mtu-solutions.com/eu/

Contact

https://www.mtusolutions.com/eu/de/con
tact/sales-and-servicelocator.html

MAY 2022

WITH START-UPS
06.1.9

Procuring a solar system is complicated and timeconsuming. At Enpal, you can rent a solar system - at an
overall carefree rate. Become independent of electricity
companies and reduce electricity bills. The company
also helps deal with insurance and maintenance
packages for 20 years.
Relevance:- Buying a rooftop PV can be a costly move to
become climate neutral. Enpal can rent rooftop PV
systems to individuals and companies to solve this
problem. The monthly charges are as low as EUR 70/
month. Also, after 20 years of the contract, the user can
have the panels for themselves without paying anything.

06.1.10
MTU-Solutions offers microgrid solutions to help sustain
the future of energy and ensure reliable power supplies to
meet
customer
demands.
Whether
operating
infrastructure services or public institutions or running a
commercial business, MTU microgrid solutions offer
various applications and service products designed to
meet specific needs. In one of the projects, the company
reduced energy costs by 42% at a shopping mall in
Germany. Here you find the case study.
Relevance:- Microgrids are one of the most advanced
solutions to have a sustainable and climate-neutral
energy supply. By incorporating microgrids, the City of
Verden can tap into all the possible renewable energy
sources available and construct an intelligent network to
manage the energy supply. The city can collaborate with
MTU-Solutions to design and build a microgrid in a small
cluster of businesses and houses in a pilot project. The
same microgrid can further be extended to cover more
area of the city.
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AND SUSTAINABILITY REPORT

Sustainability reporting is a form of
disclosure related to the environmental,
social, and governance-related efforts
within the organization. It includes a
roadmap, stated goals, and Key
Performance Indicators (KPIs) to assess
progress.

1-Stakeholder analysis

2-Materiality analysis

3- GHG emissions &
supply chain analysis

4-Disclosure

69

5- Evaluation and
modification
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AND SUSTAINABILITY REPORT

Stakeholder analysis
Both an internal and external
stakeholder analysis are essential first
steps in the reporting process. It allows
an organization to discover the main
affected parties due to the sustainability
efforts.

GHG emissions & supply chain analysis
It is helpful to know where the
organization stands regarding emissions
before taking action. While scope 1&2
may be relatively straightforward to
calculate, Scope 3 emissions can get
complicated. There are various ways to
calculate Scope 3 emissions, such as the
spend-based assessment
recommended by the GHG protocol
corporate accounting and reporting
standards.

Disclosure
Following various guidelines and
reporting standards, such as GRI
sustainability reporting standards,
everything related to the overall
strategy, targets, KPIs, actions, and
overall progress towards targets are
disclosed in the form of a sustainability
report, incorporated as a section in the
annual report, or disclosed in another
way.

Materiality analysis
Materiality analysis involves
communicating with the stakeholders
and understanding their point of view
on energy-related issues and how to
proceed with efforts towards carbon
neutrality. Communication methods
include a survey, as mentioned
previously, or regular meetings.

Target and KPI definition
After determining the public and
organizational opinion, the next step
is to determine the appropriate
targets to achieve and assign
relevant KPIs to measure progress

Evaluation and modification
Continuous monitoring and
evaluation is the last step in the
reporting process, and it is meant to
continuously assess the outcome of
efforts and tailor the goals and
strategy accordingly.
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0 6 . 2 . CONCLUSIONS
Start taking action on the path
toward climate neutrality today with
what you already have to build a
good foundation for future
developments.
There is no time to wait!

How-to-proceed-principles
Start with the resources you already have and create a strategy for
maximizing their value.
Start implementing the first ideas right away, don't let the
momentum pass.
Apply design thinking in your actions, and build upon the framework
created in the QLab Sprint.
Instead of problems, think about what you need to overcome them.
Collaborate with other municipalities and Stadtwerkes, as well as
Startups.
Increase the participation of citizens and listen to their voices.
Keep going, even if it means small steps.
Increase community engagement by organizing workshops in school
and events like conferences and fairs.
Follow a clear timeline/ roadmap to achieve different tasks in future
Marketing and advertising to increase customer base to generate
more revenue.
Follow best practices that are helping in climate change.
Develop a single, easy platform step by step, where citizens may
address all of their needs and problems.
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SURVEY - QUESTIONAIRE

1. Are you currently living in Germany?
Yes
No
Other (please specify)

1. Are you currently living in Germany?
Yes
No
Other (please specify)
2. What is your age?
18 to 24
25 to 34
35 to 44
45 to 54
55 to 64
65 or older
3. Where do you currently live?
Rural Area
Town (< 5 000 inhabitants)
Small-sized city (50 000-200 000 inhabitants)
Medium-size City (200 000 to 400 000
inhabitants)
Large-size City (400 000 to 600 000 inhabitants)
Metropolitan City (600 000 to 800 000
inhabitants)
Larger than (800 000 inhabitants)
Other (please specify)
4. What best describes your living situation?
I am renting an apartment
I am renting a house
I live in my own apartment
I live in my own house
I live in a student accommodation
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5. How many people live in your household?
1
2
3
4
5
>5
6. Do you know if your energy is coming from
climate-neutral (renewable) sources?
1 (not important at all) 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 (extremely important)
Electricity and Heating from renewable sources
Neither electricity nor heating from renewable
sources
Only heating from a renewable source
Only electricity from renewable source
I do not know
Other (please specify)
7. How much does being climate-neutral mean to
you from 1 being not at all important to 10 being
extremely important?
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8. How much extra would you be willing to pay for
your electricity if it's guaranteed to come from
climate-neutral sources?
1 (not likely) 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 (very likely)
5 - 10%
10 - 15%
15 - 20%
20 - 25%
> 25%
I don´t want my energy source to be climate
neutral
9. How likely are you willing to produce your own
biogas using portable biogas digestor for cooking
purposes?
(A portable biogas digester is a device which can
produce cooking gas using kitchen/plants waste. It
occupies less than 2 sq feet area)
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
10. Please rate how strongly you feel each one of the following is
responsible to attain climate neutrality, on a scale of 1 to 10.
Citizen
Government
Business / Industries
Nature itself
11. How much do the following points influence your decision to install
a rooftop solar PV/ Heat pump, on a scale of 1 being ''not at all
influential'' to 5 being ''extremely influential''?
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12.
What are your expectations from your utility
provider? (you can choose multiple)
Cheap, reliable energy supply
One stop shop to access different kind of products
and services
Community involvement
Investing in social projects
Consulting
Operation recreational spaces (parks, pools, etc)
Other (please specify)
100%
Powered by
See how easy it is to create a survey.
Privacy & Cookie Notice
13.
Do you agree that a utility company should be
more engaging and seek ways to increase public
participation?
Strongly agree
Agree
Neither agree nor disagree
Disagree
Strongly disagree
14.
Comments
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